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The #1 New York Times Bestselling AuthorA Stephanie Plum NovelJanet Evanovich's novels are

the hottest bestsellers in America!# 1 New York Times# 1 Wall Street Journal#1 Los Angeles

Times#1 Entertainment Weekly#1 Publishers WeeklyStephanie Plum's got rent to pay, people

shooting at her, and psychos wanting her dead every day of the week (much to the dismay of her

mother, her family, the men in her life, the guy who slices meat at the deli . . . oh, the list goes on).

An ordinary person would cave under the pressure.But hey, she's from Jersey.Stephanie Plum may

not be the best bounty hunter in beautiful downtown Trenton, but she's pretty darn good at turning

bad situations her way . . . and she always gets her man. In To the Nines, her cousin Vinnie (who's

also her boss) has posted bail on Samuel Singh, an illegal immigrant. When the elusive Mr. Singh

goes missing, Stephanie is on the case. But what she uncovers is far more sinister than anyone

imagines and leads to a group of killers who give new meaning to the word hunter.In a race against

time that takes her from the Jersey Turnpike to the Vegas Strip, Stephanie Plum is on the chase of

her life. The unforgettable characters, nonstop action, high-stakes suspense, and sheer

entertainment of To the Nines define Janet Evanovich as unique among today's writers.
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Stephanie Plum is one of my heroes. She has such a cute way about her; loves her job, doesn't

really care how she looks most of the time, has a personality and looks that attract the men, and is

not wonder woman! Janet Evanovich, author of "To the Nines" has created characters that have me

laughing and chuckling to myself. They are so real that I can see them in my mind. I have an image



of Lula, the big size ex-ho, turned bonds-woman; Ranger, the ex-Special Forces turned bond

enforcement; grandma, the woman who likes wigs and is as crazy as Stephanie-wonder whom

Stephanie takes after; and Morelli, the cop, Stephanie's lover. Janet Evanovich has such a

wonderful imagination- I want to meet that woman.Stephanie is in trouble again. She is working with

Ranger to find Samuel Singh, a missing computer nerd who is out on bail. Vinnie, Stephanie's boss

will lose money if Mr. Singh is not found. Stephanie does all the right things, she looks in all the right

places, asks all the right questions, and of course, she is a marked woman. Trouble seems to find

her, she is left flowers with a devious message, shot at with a dart, email messages of a dark nature

left on her computer. This mystery takes her to Las Vegas and has one of the funniest scenes with

Lula I have read. Lula may just be taking some of the best scenes from Stephanie- Stephanie

should talk to the author about what is going on:-)Stephanie's family seems to take front page in this

mystery. Her sister Valerie, is pregnant, large as a house and eating as much as she can. He

boyfriend wants to marry her, but she isn't quite ready, and Valerie's two children are all living with

Stephanie's mom and dad. No one is happy about this, and the house is getting too small,

especially since Grand mom lives there also.

Anyone who has enjoyed any of the eight previous Stephanie Plum novels would be very foolish to

skip this one. If you haven't read any of those, you can safely start with this one . . . but don't expect

the earlier ones to be nearly this good.Stephanie Plum, the down home city girl from the Burg in

Trenton, continues in her bounty hunter job, and she takes on some pretty unusual ones in To the

Nines. As Stephanie describes it, her retrievals have more to do with Lucy Ricardo from I Love Lucy

than with Wonder Woman. The book opens with Stephanie and Lula, her sometimes heavyweight

sidekick, trying to pick up Punky Blalog. The rest of the escapade has to be read to be believed . . .

but Vaseline plays a large role. When she returns to the office, she discovers that her cousin Vinnie

faces an enormous embarrassment if he cannot find and bring in one Samuel Singh, a temporary

worker from India, for whom Vinnie wrote a visa bond. Vinnie sends Stephanie and her mentor (and

sometimes squeeze) Ranger out to find Singh. A major plot line of the book revolves around this

search which takes her to Las Vegas before the book is done.A secondary and engrossing plot

involves the mystery of who is threatening Stephanie and killing people around her after she has

lunch at McDonald's. Because of the threats, Ranger or his men play bodyguard for Stephanie

whenever her undercover policeman boyfriend, Joe Morelli, isn't around. In many of the novels,

Stephanie goes through cars like tissue paper. In this one, the bodyguards take it on the chin . . .

and just about everywhere else.A third and happier plot involves Stephanie and Morelli becoming



much closer to one another.
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